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SUMMARY 
Utility operational requirements are changing rapidly with the decarbonization of traditional power generation 
sources, additions of distributed energy and inverter-based resources (DER/IBR), and mounting environmental 
impacts, such as wildfires from transmission and distribution lines. Advances in battery and inverter technology 
open up new possibilities for distribution grids to have improved reliability and stability, while also providing 
independence from upstream system interruptions by creating intentional, controlled microgrids. New relay logic 
and coordination between devices must be reevaluated against new operational philosophies. Automation of 
transitions between islanded and grid-tied modes will require coordination between distribution elements 
(distribution substation protection/reclosers) and BESS/DER sites. This includes upstream data collection and 
coordination to safely and smoothly transition from normal to islanded microgrid operation (and back). Full 
understanding of the load demand at these sites will also be needed to plan reclosing attempts/sectional 
disconnection of non-critical feeder branches (for extended microgrid operation). A modular method detailing 
the implementation process for a single feeder with a single connected BESS site from design, settings and 
coordination is modeled in this paper. It is intended that this methodology be scalable and applicable on a feeder-
by-feeder basis with little to no impact on the remaining distribution or transmission system. A real-world 
application will be included to demonstrate the suitability of the chosen methods of transitioning from grid-tied 
to microgrid, and restoration to normal grid-tied operation. Use of short-circuit modeling and electromagnetic 
transients program (EMTP) modeling is used to evaluate separation from grid-tied operations, and energization 
of the microgrid from the BESS source. Multiple scenarios, such as transmission and distribution faults, load 
shedding requirements, and maintenance outages are considered and evaluated as conditions that would 
necessitate the transition from grid-tied to islanded operation. Proper sequences for restoration from microgrid to 
grid-tied operations including settings, timers, and sequence of events to limit or eliminate the impacts to 
customers are investigated. 
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A INTRODUCTION 

Utility operational requirements in the US are changing rapidly with the decarbonization of traditional power 
generation sources, and mounting environmental impacts, such as wildfires from transmission and distribution 
lines. While Battery Energy Storage Sites (BESS) are being installed with increasing frequency [1], at most 10% 
are operating as a microgrid, while the rest are still operating in grid-tied modes and providing local support only 
[2]. While these uses are a notable step forward towards a cleaner energy future, this limits operational flexibility. 
Additional value can be gained by designing them for microgrid operation from project inception. 
 
The following sections of this paper will examine an existing real world distribution feeder supported by a local 
BESS to demonstrate how planning, design, settings, and communications choices impact operational 
capabilities. Feeder design, including necessary infrastructure, device statuses, intelligent electronic devices 
(IEDs), and inverter capabilities are covered. Considerations for coordination of microgrid transitions are also 
investigated.  

The transition between grid-tied to microgrid operation will be modeled in a timeline fashion showing the 
sequence of events between the initiation of the transition to the microgrid forming and supporting load. Two 
major scenarios which can cover a variety of real-world applications will be discussed. The paper will conclude 
with unique findings, scaling applicability and restrictions, and topics for further exploration. 

B SYSTEM AND ANALYSIS BACKGROUND  

Many scenarios exist where transitions to intentional microgrids could take place – both planned, such as an 
intentional shift for outages due to operational constraints or maintenance windows, and unplanned, such as a 
fault on the transmission system or within the distribution substation which disconnects the utility source from 
the feeder. 

While the underlying reasons for creating a microgrid may differ, the question of inverter capability and sequence 
of events dictating when the utility source is disconnected has a big impact on the formation of the microgrid and 
timing of microgrid creation. As there is no industry standard defining transition times or availability 
requirements for BESS sites to create microgrids, the fastest possible time resulting in a stable transition is 
explored in the following sections for both a planned and unplanned event.  

B.1 Definitions 
As stated in the introduction, most BESS are currently used as grid support when the BESS is connected to the 
utility grid. The operational state of the feeder and BESS when connected to the utility source will be referred to 
as grid-tied operation.  When the feeder is disconnected from the utility source, it will be referred to as grid-
separated.  

The controls state of the inverters when they are dependent on a utility source and adjusting to grid conditions 
will be called grid-following mode. For the purposes of this paper, the normal state will be referred to as grid-
tied and grid-following, operating in voltage support mode while exporting VAR. This is a current control mode 
where the inverter monitors the system voltage and exports reactive power to maintain the voltage within 
specified setpoints.  Grid-forming mode will be defined as the inverters utilizing voltage and frequency droop 
controls with no reliance on a utility source. When the BESS is grid-separated and solely supporting feeder loads, 
and the inverters are in grid-forming mode, the feeder and BESS will be referred to as the microgrid. 

Voltage source inverter (VSI) and current source inverter (CSI) mean different things in different contexts. 
Topologically, a VSI gets input energy from a battery with a smoothing capacitor while a CSI gets input energy 
from a battery with a smoothing inductor [3]. VSI and CSI are also used to define inverter output characteristics. 
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VSI denotes an inverter which has an output characteristic akin to an ideal voltage source. This means that a VSI 
has manipulable control over its output voltage, but its current waveform is load dependent and not directly 
controlled. The inverse is true for an inverter characterized with a CSI output. Its current output is the controlled 
waveform where its voltage is load dependent. Inverter output characteristics are determined by controls and 
power electronics and are independent of the inverter topology. This paper uses the terms CCI and VCI when 
referring to output characteristics to distinguish from VSI and CSI topological configurations.   

B.2 System Arrangement 
The modeled BESS consists of two identical manufacturer black box inverters with DC battery sources connected 
to a shared 12.47kV inverter bus segment via individual step-up transformers as shown in the diagram below. 
The BESS inverters are each capable of outputting 2750kW and have reactive power maximums of 1650kVAR. 
The inverter bus is connected via a breaker to a 12.47kV ungrounded-Y bus at the BESS site. The BESS medium 
voltage bus has three more breakers – one for the auxiliary transformer, one for the grounding transformer, and 
one for the site Point of Common Coupling (PCC). 

The distribution feeder has one breaker which resides at the utility distribution station and connects the radial 
12.47kV feeder to a grid equivalent source. This feeder consists of multiple pi modelled line segments, distributed 
loads, and several transformers feeding induction machines. While pi modeled lines are typically not frequency 
dependent on their own, they accurate depict system responses when modeling many small sections for one line. 
The load exists as three distinct groups. Load A consists of load fed directly off the feeder with no other isolation 
means. Load A is comprised of hybrid pi line segments and constant PQ loads. Load B is comprised of additional 
PQ loads that can switch on at a time separately from load A. The final load group is the induction machines. 
The induction machines toggle their operating torque from 0 to 1 per unit at a set time defined by the simulation 
run. The total load demand with losses included is approximately 1.5MW and .9MVAR.  
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Figure 1 - System Arrangement Diagram 
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B.3 Site Design, Communications, and Data Exchange 
As shown in the figure above, the grid controller at the BESS is connected via CAT6 ethernet or direct fiber to 
the inverters and protection relays. These elements communicate on a separate virtual network limited to critical 
communications to limit the time delay and latency. The controller will be the device issuing the commands to 
change between inverter modes, inverter control setpoints, and control the PCC breaker via its relay. This intra-
site communication is typical of BESS and represents no significant changes to current design practices. 

Beyond the boundaries of the BESS, the required data exchange to complete either a planned or unplanned 
transition is limited to status and permissive communications between the utility source, which is likely a 
distribution substation feeder, feeder reclosers, and the BESS grid controller. This communication would ideally 
be through direct fiber optic between the distribution feeder relay and the BESS controller to limit the 
transmission time of these signals.  

B.4 Inverter Capabilities 
Inverters can operate as current controlling inverters (CCI) or voltage controlling inverters (VCI) [4]. A CCI 
manipulates output current phase and magnitude in reference to an existing voltage waveform to export power. 
CCI voltage contributions are a by-product of load and controlled output current. A VCI controls its voltage and 
frequency at the connection point to export power (analogous to synchronous machines). A VCI’s current is a 
by-product of load and the VCI’s controlled voltage output. In a microgrid where inverters are the sole energy 
source, at least one inverter must be a VCI to ensure stable operating voltages. DER voltage and frequency self-
regulation is called isochronous operation in IEEE 1547-2018.  

Grid following mode inverters are CCI while grid forming inverters are VCI. Most power systems operate their 
inverters in grid following modes while grid tied as inverters have been traditionally considered to lack inertia 
[5] [6]. Because CCI cannot maintain their own voltage, transitioning from a grid tied state to a microgrid will 
necessitate transitioning the inverters to a voltage controlling (grid forming state). This paper focuses on a voltage 
source inverter which can operate in grid-tied and grid-separated modes, is capable of black starting, and can 
parallel with other inverters to support the feeder load.                  

C SCENARIO MODELING AND INCIDENT TIMELINES 

The transition from normal to microgrid state will be evaluated for two types of scenarios, planned and unplanned. 
A planned outage would occur when service must be interrupted for maintenance, wildfire mitigation, and similar 
circumstances. An unplanned outage would occur when a fault or natural disaster removes the source of the 
feeder. This can be a result of a permanent fault in the substation, such as a bus fault, or a fault further upstream 
that removes the entire substation from operation, such as a radial transmission line fault. Please note that these 
scenarios are only considering loss of source due to a fault on the transmission system or in the substation, partial 
feeder energization for a scenario where the feeder is faulted and the faulted section is isolated via reclosers is 
not modeled.  

C.1 Planned Transition 
The simulation begins at point A (0 seconds) with the distribution feeder breaker and BESS PCC breakers closed 
and the inverters in grid following voltage support. There is an initial spool up time while the inverters initially 
draw in active power and overshoot their stable grid-tied reactive power output. After this, the inverters stabilize 
to approximately .5MVAR output by point B. At point B (5 seconds) the motor load is brought in and there is an 
increase in load power draw from around 1MW to 1.5MW corresponding with a slight increase in inverter 
reactive power output. At point C (6.7 seconds) Load B is brought in and there is another slight uptick in inverter 
reactive power output stabilizing to approximately .51MVAR before point D. At point D (9.6 seconds), the 
inverters begin their transition from grid following to grid forming modes in preparation for the distribution 
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feeder breaker to open. By 9.9 seconds, the inverters have stabilized to their grid forming while grid tied steady 
state values and before the distribution feeder breaker opens at point E (10 seconds). 

At point E (10 seconds), the distribution feeder breaker opens, and the system is now a microgrid with the 
inverters supplying the full load in grid forming mode. Note downwards frequency step which coincides with the 
grid’s transition into the microgrid state. This occurs as the grid forming inverters’ droop controls set in and the 
power demands travel down the droop curve and settle to around 59.85Hz. The lowest frequency dip occurs 
shortly after point E disconnection at 10.03 seconds and is 59.7Hz. The microgrid’s frequency stabilizes by 10.2 
seconds. Stabilization is defined as the first time the system achieves the steady state frequency without further 
oscillation. At point F (15 seconds) the close permissive is issued to reconnect the microgrid to the substation via 
the distribution feeder breaker. The close operation occurs at point G (16.48) seconds when the synchro element 
allows the breaker to close. This returns the system to a grid tied configuration. There is a dip to 59.7Hz at 16.5 
seconds which recovers to the substation provided 60Hz by 16.7 seconds. At point H (22 seconds) the inverters 
switch from grid forming modes back to grid following and the system stabilizes by point I (24.8 seconds).  

 

Figure 2 - Planned Timeline - Inverter Power, Load Power, Feeder Voltage, System Frequency 

Throughout the entire simulated sequence, there are several instances of voltage and frequency transients which 
occur. However, these are not of sufficient duration or magnitude to impact stability, and would not impact relays 
set within the boundaries outlined in IEEE 1547-2018 for grid-tied operations. The sequence outlined above 
resulted in the best simulated scenario of microgrid creation and stabilization. It is notable that the inverters were 
able to adjust to system changes with sufficient speed throughout the entire sequence of events. 

The downwards frequency spike at reclose is caused by the substation minus inverter phase difference being 
negative. This negative phase difference results in power being drawn from the inverters. This causes the droop 
control defined downwards frequency spike. In other runs, this spike was lowered by reducing the permissible 
reclose phase difference. Setting the permissible substation-inverter phase difference to a positive value around 
2.5 degrees showed a positive frequency spike and lower taxation on the inverters. 
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C.2 Unplanned Transition 
The simulations performed for this paper reliably showed that a black start is required for any unplanned 
transitions as microgrids in other simulations where the inverters attempt to maintain feeder energization after 
loss of source were unstable. The blackstart simulation begins at point A (0 seconds) with the feeder distribution 
and BESS PCC breakers open. The inverters are in grid forming mode and begin to export active and reactive 
power according to their droop controls. These exports raise the bus voltage at the BESS while energizing the 
auxiliary transformer and its loads. At point B (2.993 seconds) the BESS PCC breaker closes and begins to 
energize the lines including Load A. Point B corresponds with a significant inrush of power into the loads as the 
lines and Load A are energized which eventually stabilizes at Point C (3.3 seconds). This corresponds with a 
voltage dip to .702 pu and a frequency dip to 55.49Hz. Also, at point C (3.3 seconds) the motor loads transition 
from zero to one per unit torque with minimal frequency and voltage effects and an increase in inverter active 
power export from approximately 1MW to 1.25MW. Load B is brought on at point D (5 seconds) and results in 
a downwards voltage step from 1.05pu volts to .995pu. This voltage holds for the microgrid’s duration as does 
the frequency of 59.85Hz.  

The simulated utility source returns, and at point E (10 seconds) the close permissive is issued and is executed at 
point F once the synchronism element overseeing the distribution feeder breaker permits closing. At the point of 
closing, the inverters continue in grid forming mode. Because the source used to model the substation operates 
at a locked 60hz, the inverter’s droop controls reduce active power export to effectively zero and only continue 
to output significant levels of reactive power after being reconnected to the feeder substation.  

 

Figure 3 – Unplanned Timeline - Inverter Power, Load Power, Feeder Voltage, Feeder Frequency 

By manipulating when loads energize throughout multiple different simulation runs, it became evident that the 
inverters can recover from power inrush multiple times their subsequent stable output values and can also stabilize 
after loads are brought in and out once the microgrid has formed. The one case where the system did not stabilize 
properly was when motors distributed amongst the overall load transitioned from zero to one nominal torque 
output during the inrush transients. This behavior is likely caused by induction motor’s torque curves having 
strong dependence on motor terminal voltages. In cases where the motors attempted to output nominal torque 
before system voltage stabilization was achieved, the inverters were still able to roughly stabilize, however 
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frequency and voltage oscillated erratically, and the load demands did not align with cases where motor torque 
outputs were monitored and only permitted to output nominal torque after stable voltages had been achieved.    

During microgrid operation, the system frequency stabilizes at 59.85Hz. This is because the microgrid’s power 
is delivered solely by the two inverters with matched droop controls. The inverters’ droop controls are set with y 
intercepts of 60Hz at 0 output power and -.5Hz/1pu power slopes. The combined microgrid inverter output is 
1.68 MW meaning each inverter outputs 840KW (.305 pu power). This corresponds with the .15Hz dip. External 
control loops minimizing error between operational frequency and 60Hz could have been added to correctively 
shift the droop control’s y intercept. However, operating very near to 60Hz prolongs reclose attempts and may 
require pre-reclose frequency deviation to accelerate phase difference variation. The maximum time for stable 
59.85Hz and 60Hz signals to match phase is 6.67 seconds. But a 59.99Hz and 60Hz signal would take up to 100 
seconds. This paper felt that 59.85Hz was an acceptable operative frequency, and facilitated simple reclosing 
without the need for rectifying external loops or pre-close frequency adjustment. 

D SETTINGS AND COORDINATION  

Relay settings will depend on the microgrid forming scenario. As the available fault current for the two operation 
states is vastly different, protection used for grid tied and microgrid are different, and separate relay settings 
groups are required [7]. Generally, phase and ground overcurrent protection is used for grid tied, and sequence 
elements used for microgrid applications.  

For a planned transition, the inverter is switched to grid forming while grid-tied (point D). After the inverter has 
successfully switched to grid-forming mode, a permissive is sent to the substation allowing the feeder breaker to 
open (point E). The settings group should be switched to a microgrid group upon the change in status of the 
distribution feeder breaker from closed to open (point E). This command should be sent from the substation via 
the relay controlling the distribution feeder breaker, through the BESS controller to the BESS relays.  

For an unplanned outage, the substation which is providing the utility source should send a command immediately 
to open the PCC and distribution feeder breaker (point A). BESS protective device settings groups should be 
switched as soon as the PCC opens (point A). This settings group will need restraint logic built in to prevent the 
relays from operating on inrush currents and voltage/frequency excursions present during a blackstart. Similar 
restraints will be needed when the PCC breaker closes (point B) and the feeder is energized. The timing on these 
protection restraints should be verified by modeling the inverter blackstart/PCC close to verify the timeline of 
these inrush/charging conditions. If the unplanned outage is a result of a loss of equipment that can be reenergized 
by reclosing, no blackstart operations should begin until after the first reclose shot, and PCC close permissive 
should only be sent after all reclosing attempts have been completed and failed. 

For both planned and unplanned events, the return to normal grid tied operation will rely on a sync check element 
at the substation to ensure the waveforms on both sides of the feeder breaker are matched. Upon successful feeder 
close, the inverters can either be switched back to grid following mode or remain in grid forming mode while 
grid tied (point F). BESS relay settings should be switched to grid tied setting groups as the distribution feeder 
breaker close command is issued. 

E CONCLUSION 

Simulations completed during the writing of this paper uncovered efficiencies in changing normal operation from 
grid-tied/grid-following to grid-tied/grid-forming. This change would result in faster transitions, but there would 
be additional settings and timing considerations to ensure that the BESS does not backfeed into the system 
through the distribution feeder breaker, depending on the operational philosophy and use of transmission 
reclosing.  
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The model that forms this paper’s base represents a typical microgrid application with distributed constant PQ 
and motor loads, a feeder with an X/R ratio greater than one, oversized battery storage output capacity, and non-
communications assisted grid forming droop controls. Although representative of many real-world microgrid 
application cases, there are other scenarios which can be analyzed using this model’s framework that offer 
illuminating research avenues. Analyzing cases with limited battery output capacities would provide insight into 
load shedding implementation on 100% inverter supplied systems while lowered X/R ratio systems resulting in 
coupled P and Q may push research into exploring inter-inverter communications assisted control schemes as 
non-communicative droop controls reach their viable limits.  

As this paper has been focused on the transition to microgrid operations at the BESS site, further research could 
also be conducted analyzing the transition's effects at the receiving end. The model utilized in this paper stands 
at an advantageous position to execute future research because it is readily reconfigurable and exists in software 
currently used to perform planning studies in power systems.  

End of text 
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